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This article is concerned to bring together the traditions of the
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in order to investigate the intersections of discourses of disabil-
ity and television comedy. It will consider the speciﬁc qualities of
the representations of impaired and disabled characters within the
popular British sketch show Little Britain. The focus will be on the
polysemic, ambiguous and contradictory character of the textual
representations of disability and impairment. Particular attention
will be paid to the programmes celebration of the abject quali-
ties of the visual iconography which is at times contradicted by
the potential to empathise with the characters through narrative
and comedic point of view. This analysis will be contextualised
within a brief consideration of recent theorisations of ‘disgust’
as an ideological force. These theories will be used to examine
the ways in which it may be argued disgust can work to diffuse
or reinforce the critical potential of representations of disabil-
ity.
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r é s u m é
Cet article vise à réunir deux traditions, celle de l’étude textuelle
et institutionnelle de la télévision et celle des recherches sur le
handicap (disability studies) de manière à étudier les croisements
des discours sur le handicap et ceux de la comédie télévisuelle.
Il s’intéressera aux qualités spéciﬁques des représentations des
personnages handicapés dans la série britannique populaire Little
Britain . L’accent sera placé sur le caractère polysémique, ambigu et
contradictoire des représentations textuelles de l’incapacité et de la
déﬁcience. Une attention particulière sera portée à lamise en avant,
dans ces programmes, d’une abjection voulue des images parfois
contredite par une orientation vers une empathie avec les person-
nages au travers de la narration et du point de vue humoristique.
Cette analyse sera contextualisée en référence aux récentes théori-
sations sur le «dégoût » comme force idéologique. Ces théories
seront utilisées pour examiner lamanière dont on peut argumenter
le fait que le «dégoût » peut générer la diffusion ou renforcer un
potentiel de critique à l’égard des représentations du handicap.
© 2010 Publie´ par Elsevier Masson SAS pour l’Association ALTER.
Note : Cet article a été réalisé suite aux séminaires méthodologiques internationaux sur l’analyse
des images ﬁxes ou animées, intitulés « Images, Représentations et Figures du handicap : iconographie
médicale, sportive, érotique, artistique : une mutation depuis 1950 ? » étaient organisés par le labora-
toire « Santé, Éducation et Situations de Handicap » (JE n◦2516, universités Montpellier 1 & 2) avec le
ﬁnancement de l’Institut de Recherche en Santé Publique (IRESP).
Paul Darke (2003, p. 183) argues that “images of the disabled as the abnormal are everywhere in
ﬁlm and television”, that they are used to “deﬁne the parameters of normality” and “to create the
simulacrum” through which most apparently “normal people” live their lives”. This sense of the visual
ubiquity of representations of disability is particularly evident in the history of British television com-
edy where there is a vast array of impaired and disabled characters. Between 2003 and 2005, the
television comedy series Little Britain achieved simultaneous popularity and notoriety in Britain for
the ways in which it represented the nation. It took Tony Blair’s “cool Britannia” and turned it on its
head revealing a world teeming with characters who embody contemporary taboos, anxieties about
the body, authority ﬁgures, mayhem and boundaries. These elements, as Andy Medhurst argues in
his introduction to A National Joke: Popular Comedy and English Cultural Identities, (theorised through
Bakhtin’s notion of carnival) have a long history in English comedy where they intersect with his-
torically and “socially speciﬁc reference points” (2007, p. 14) and become part of the debate about
national identity(s). Amongst the anxiety and laughter provoking bodies at the centre of Little Britain‘s
comedy are a number of representations of impaired and disabled characters.
Little Britain was initially developed as a BBC Radio 4 radio series which was transferred to the
British terrestrial channels BBC2 and BBC1 between 2003 and 2005. It won the British Comedy Awards,
“Best Television Comedy Award” in 2003 and 2004, the BAFTA for “Best Television Comedy” in 2004,
and the British National Television Awards Most Popular Comedy category in 2004 and 2005. In 2008
a new series of Little Britain USA was produced and screened in the USA and Britain. The programme
follows the format of a sketch show and takes the British tradition of self-deprecating humour to
new extremes ﬂagrantly washing the nation’s dirty linen in public. The series effectively explores the
parameters and deﬁnitions of “normalcy” in contemporary Britain drawing on volatile myths that
circulate in British society about socially, economically, culturally and physically marginal people.
The sketches feature amongst others: Vickie Pollard the “Chav” (a term which is synonymous with
British stereotypes of an uncouth uneducated underclass) teenagemother, Daffyd the “Only Gay in the
Village”, Ting Tong the Thai “Ladyboy” and “mail order bride”,MarjorieDawes the obese slimming club
instructor, Bubbles DeVere ex-Olympic gymnast, now an obese and perpetually naked adventuress,
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Mrs Emery, an elderly woman with bladder incontinence, and Emily and Florence, two transvestite
men.
Visibility
Visual excess and abject typage are central to Little Britain sketches. They provide an iconographic
embodiment of the stigma associated with the abnormal and marginal. In the best case scenario
these extreme representations function as reﬂexive devices which draw attention to the power laden
processes of labelling. Leonard J. Davis (2002, p. 38) argues that: “Disability scholars want to examine
the constructed nature of concepts like “normalcy” and to defamiliarize them”. He goes on to use
Rosemarie Garland Thomson’s (1997, p. 8) term “normate” to:
“make us think twice about using the term normal: The term normate usefully designates the
social ﬁgure through which people can represent themselves as deﬁnitive human beings. Nor-
mate then is the constructed identity of those who, by way of the bodily conﬁgurations and
cultural capital they assume, can step into a position of authority and wield the power it grants
them.”
In the absurd tradition of the The Goons, and The League of Gentlemen, Little Britain celebrates and
exaggerates abnormality and the inversion of power and order both in terms of what is represented
and how representation is organised. The show uses a “Voice of God” (unseen) mode of narration,
a style of voice-over typically associated with authority and truth which can be seen as functioning
as the “normate” in many contemporary broadcast forms, to introduce each sketch. This narration
has all the formal markers of authoritative address. The voice is that of well-known actor Tom Baker
(he played Dr Who in the programme of that name at the height of the programme’s popularity). His
voice is masculine, deep and has a velvety timbre. Baker’s speech is clearly and distinctly enunciated
and the voiceovers are structurally placed to appear to introduce and anchor each sketch. However,
the voiceovers are often bizarre, for example as an introduction to a Lou and Andy (series 3, episode1)
sketchBaker says: “Airshows inBritainhavebeen takingplace sincemedieval times, although theyonly
really became popularwith the invention of the aeroplane.” At other points the narration voices preju-
dices which don’t normally surface in ofﬁcial talk, introducing a Marjorie Dawes/ FatFighters sketch (3,
1) Baker announces, “These people are what we, in Britain, call fat pigs. In Sessex (sic), Marjorie Dawes
is hosting her weekly FatFighters group meeting.” In the same episode he introduces a Dafydd the Only
Gay in the Village sketch by announcing: “Over in the Welsh mining village of Llandewi Brefﬁ, little
fat poofer Daffyd Thomas has ﬁnally found a vocation in life.” These “voiceovers” contextualise the
sketches as related tomedia conventions and to a recognisableworldwhere the place names resemble
those of actual places: Andy and Lou live in “Herby City”, whilst the Anne and Dr Lawrence sketches
are set in the “Steven Spielberg Psychiatric Hospital” in “Little Bentcock”. But the conventions and the
world they depict are chaotically turned on their heads. This is evident in the inversion of the rules
of politeness and decorum; e.g. Vicky Pollard acknowledging that she has urinated in the swimming
pool, and Mfanwy’s response to Daffyd deciding to become a rent boy; “Well Daffyd if it gets you some
bum fun I’m all for it” (3,1). These descriptions clearly invoke Bakhtin’s notion of carnival where the
social rules and expectations of everyday life are profaned and overturned. But whether this works to’
examine the constructed nature of concepts like “normalcy” and to defamiliarize them’ asDavis (2002)
demands, or whether the sketches work to reinforce normalcy by making any alternatives ridiculous
and unattractive, or too fantastic for words, is a signiﬁcant question.
Amongst the marginal people at the centre of the comedy are a range of characters with disabilities
which are never entirely ﬁxed or named. This refusal to categorise and medically identify the char-
acters’ impairments is an essential aspect of the ambiguous and potentially liberating or conversely
stigmatising representations. The ‘slipperiness’ of these representations will be investigated through
the analysis of Andy from the Lou and Andy sketches andAnne from theDr Lawrence and Anne sketches,
both of whom became celebrated and much imitated ﬁgures at the height of Little Britain’s popularity.
In order to make sense of the signiﬁcance of the popularity of the disabled characters in
Little Britain we need to understand the context that they were produced and consumed in.
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Britain has made a series of ofﬁcial commitments to the increasing representation of disabled
people and their interests in all areas of public life most recently enshrined in the Disability
Discrimination Act 2005. All the British terrestrial television companies have policies which demon-
strate their willingness to embrace this commitment (e.g. Channel4s policies are available at
http://www.channel4.com/about4/diversity.html which features a Guide To On Screen Diversity, and
http://www.bbc.co.uk/info/policies/diversity.shtml). However, the rhetoric of enablement embodied
in such public statements seems to be met with tactical rather than fully compliant responses. The
2005 Ofﬁce of Communications (OFCOM, the independent regulator and competition authority for
the UK communications industries) report The representation and portrayal of people with disabilities
on analogue and terrestrial television noted an overall increase in the representation of disabled people
but a decrease in the “proportion of people/characters with disabilities fulﬁlling major roles in sam-
pled programmes [. . .] since 2002” (OFCOM, 2005, p. 1, p. 4). The implication of the OFCOM Report
being that broadcasters are able to fulﬁl policy and quota commitments by using easily recognisably
disabled people as “background” and “support” for main characters whatever the genre. The only area
where there seems tobe any signiﬁcant increase in the representationof disabledpeople inmajor roles
is reality entertainment television, e.g. Big Brother, Beyond Boundaries, Extraordinary People, Britain’s
Missing Top Model, where freak discourse often seems to prevail and ephemeral celebrity or notoriety
is the only pay off for members of the disabled community.
Little Britain offers us a comedic critique of such tactical practices by often ﬁlling the background of
sketches with characters with implausible medical conditions. An example of this is in the preamble
to a Daffyd, I’m the only Gay in the Village sketch (1, 5): we see a man with his penis in a plaster and
sling outside the Sexual Health Clinic, when a respectable looking grey haired woman greets him and
proceeds to sign his plaster cast. The preface of two St God’s sketches in (1, 2) feature a man whose arm
appears to have been torn from its socket. In the ﬁrst sketch the man walks into the hospital and asks a
uniformed nurse for directions whilst holding a bloody arm in his remaining hand, no one notices and
he does noft seem worried. In the second we see him ﬁsh a prosthetic leg from a hospital garbage bin,
he ﬁts it into his arm socket and walks off. The most extreme version of this scenario, of the disabled
providing abackground for theplaying out of thedramas anddesires of theunimpaired, are the St God’s
Hospital sketches. In these sketches an unscrupulous couple pretend to be the parents of a dying child.
Rod and Jane use their ﬁctional situation as a pretext to meet celebrities. The jokes in these sketches
are multi layered. After the initial shock of the situation, the ultimate and breath taking bad taste
scenario, a further set of loaded tropes are mobilised. Not only do Rod and Jane disregard the ethics of
the death bed but they also embody British prejudices about people from the West Midlands, not only
are they uncaring but they also have very dated and scorned celebrity tastes. They invite Pop Stars
from the 1970s (David Soul, David Essex) on the child’s behalf as her supposed death bed requests.
They eat her fruit and sweets and pay no attention to the child or the situation. These examples seem
to provide perceptive if absurd observations on British media representational practices.
Empathy
The Andy and Lou and Anne and Dr Lawrence sketches provide space for disabled characters to move
from functioning as the background or pretext for non disabled characters to centre screen, to become
major and engaging characters. In a popular award winning television show the audience are invited
(in some sketches) to see the world from the perspective of a disabled person, or more accurately from
the perspective of an unimpaired celebrated comedian impersonating a disabled person.
The Lou and Andy sketches feature Andy, a rotund, balding, sartorially challenged, spectacle wear-
ing, inarticulatewheelchair userwho lives in a rundownhouse on a grimcouncil estate (social housing
project) and his helper, Lou. The most signiﬁcant point about the Lou and Andy sketches is that usu-
ally the humorous narrative and joke structure invite us to empathise with Andy in his mischievous
behaviour, even though it is made apparent that he does not seem to need the wheelchair that Lou
believes he is dependent on. Andy’s dependence on a wheelchair is the overt basis for their relation-
ship.We can shareAndy’s pleasure in outwitting Lou by climbing out of hiswheelchair and, vicariously
experience the thrill of waterskiing behind a pleasure boat on the Thames (3, 2), or swimming in an
Aquarium (3, 1), or stealing a horse (2, 2) behind Lou’s back. The timing of each of these pranks is such
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that Lou never seems to understand that he has been made a fool of. Andy invariably has the last laugh
at Lou’s expense and the audience is made narratively complicit in deceiving Lou and laughing at him.
Typically, the joke structure of the Andy and Lou sketches functions around Lou’s belief that he
knows better than Andy. This means that Lou makes decisions for Andy whether Andy agrees or not.
Irritatingly, Lou is usually right but Andy connives to assert his independence in a range of ridiculous
and outrageous scenarios. This depiction coincides with Longmore’s (2003, p. 17) characterisation of
the “maladjusted disabled person” in ﬁlm and television. He argues that “typically, disabled characters
lack insight about themselves and other people and require emotional education, usually from a non
disabled person”. For example the “Andy wants to go on holiday to Helsinki” sketch (1, 6) where Lou
and Andy discuss holiday plans provides a version of this. Lou tries to persuade Andy by attributing
unlikely phrases to him. Andy has pointed at Helsinki as his choice of places to visit, Lou responds “But
youalways said Finlandhadamaudlinquality about it rendering it unsuitable as aholidaydestination.”
a sentiment and mode of expression which is signiﬁcantly at odds with the Andy shown on screen
(BBC, 2009; BBC Radio 4, 2004; Channel 4, 2009). The sketch often ends with Lou being right but the
joke is on him because he is left being responsible for rectifying the situation. In this instance we hear
the aeroplane take off for Finland as Andy says “Don’t like it. I want to go to Florida”. A similar scenario
is evident in the “Pride and Prejudice at the video shop” sketch (1, 3) when Lou takes Andy to choose
a video. Andy points aimlessly without looking (his strategy when Lou tries to get him to expand
his cultural horizons); the tape he points at is Pride and Prejudice. Lou comments “I’m not sure you’d
like that one” and “You like Chuck Norris’ and Steven Segal’s. Lou is right, as soon as the ﬁlm starts
Andy says, “Don’t like it.” Lou takes a tough line and leaves Andy supposedly stuck in his wheelchair
watching the ﬁlm. However, as soon as Lou leaves Andy gets out of the wheelchair and changes the
video for Monster Trucks.
Derision
Placing disabled characters at the centre of comedy sketches does not result in an unproblematic
promotion of disability rights and interests. The comedy sketch show format only functions success-
fully when there is immediate audience recognition of stereotypical situations and/or characters. The
joke is often either centred on a disruption of the expectations generated by the stereotype or on a
clash of stereotypes. Andy and Anne are characters in their own stories but this is measured against
the mobilisation of the characteristics associated with derogatory discourses of disability. As Tyler
(2008, p. 23) argues: “Laughter is always shared with a real or imagined community. Laughter is often
at the expense of another, and when we laugh we effectively ‘ﬁx’ the other as the object of comedy.”
In order to justify our laughter at disabled characters, a response which is not socially acceptable, the
terrain has to be shifted from the disability itself to the moral sphere. As I argue in Lockyer (2010)(to
be published May 2010) “fundamental to the humour and resonance of the Lou and Andy and Dr
Lawrence and Anne sketches is the common sense idea of a binary between true and faked disability.”
The British press and the Internet are full of stories of people who fake disability in order to fraud-
ulently claim disability beneﬁts or who fake mental illness to evade prosecution. Such stories voice
scepticism about the ‘nanny state’ which allows the feckless and lazy to live at the expense of decent
and hardworking citizens. Both the Andy and Anne sketches can be read as endorsements of this scep-
ticism, Andy doesn’t need his chair, Anne seems to be a sane man dressed in an elderly ladies night
clothes playing at being mad. The failure to identify and explain Andy and Anne’s disabilities can be
read as a positive refusal to label, or conversely as the pragmatic rejection of an unnecessary restriction
on a sketch scenario which can generate more jokes and resonate with more popular discourses the
fewer restrictions it has.
The lack of explanation as towhyAndy uses awheelchair generates awide range of interpretations.
Unfortunately, the most common explanation, as noted in the previous paragraph, is the one which
accords with stigmatising discourses of the undeserving poor and fraud. In this version Andy is a
disability beneﬁts cheat who has fooled the medical profession and Social Services into giving him a
wheelchair and a helper.
A more charitable explanation might be that he has a sporadic or intermittent condition which
meanshedoesnot alwaysneed touse the chair. Thiswouldgenerally beoutsideof the representational
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tropes of the broadcast media where disability is represented as a medical problem, is identiﬁable
and permanent or subject to repair and normalization. A third more radical interpretation is that
the wheelchair is the international sign for accessible services and buildings; wheelchair use is often
conﬂated with disability issues in public discourse however inappropriate. Therefore following this
tendency, givingAndy awheelchair simply refers to this tradition; it just reminds us he has a disability.
A further interpretation which seems justiﬁed in certain sketches is that the wheelchair functions as
a visual representation of the ways in which Lou, and by implication carers and health professionals
in general, metaphorically “push disabled people about”.
IfAndydoeshaveadisability it seems tobeon thespectrumofa learningdisabilities. This conclusion
derives from the way he is depicted which coincides with traditions of representing the ‘idiot’. Andy
seems to embody the characteristics of the 16th and 17th centuries deﬁnitions of the idiot cited in
Halliwell (2004, p. 7) which combine a lack of sound judgment and skill, ignorance and clowning, and
those of the 19th and 20th centuries which shift the debate to notions of arrested development and
retardation (ibid, pp. 10-11). Andy’s learning disabilities are connoted through his speech, demeanour
and behaviour and by the way other people respond to him. His catchphrase, “Yeah I know”, which
ironically always indicates he does not, his slack jaw, perpetually half open mouth, brown teeth, his
scruffy and unkempt appearance, long hair and bald pate, his rotund and bulging body clothed in
purple track suit bottoms and a dirty white vest embody the abject (Kristeva, 1980) and stigmatised
(Goffman, 1963) representation of the adult with learning disabilities who is being “cared for” in
the community. His unkempt appearance simultaneously signiﬁes a failure or inability to meet the
contemporary conventions of adult acceptability, of “normalcy”, and the place of the disabled in the
cultural and economic systemas a cost to, rather than a part of society, as part of the British underclass.
The notion of the “arrested development” of people with learning disabilities surfaces in Andy’s
childlike obsession with bodily pleasures and exhilaration, such as swimming in the aquarium, sky
diving. His lack of moral integrity is made apparent in the way he encourages Lou to believe he needs
thewheelchair. The faking of needprovides both the pretext andmoral licence for our laughter at Andy
and by default his learning disabilities. This moral licence to laugh recurs throughout the sketches, for
examplewhen he steals ice cream froma baby (3, 2), orwhen he pretends that Lou’s love interest Anya
had pushed him over in his chair in order to regain Lou’s undivided attention (2, 2). These traits are
often compoundedbyAndy’s lack of judgement, for examplehis decision, against Lou’s advice, to climb
an electricity pylon to fetch a Frisbee (3, 4), or when he demands breasts so that he’s got something
to play with (3, 3). When Andy’s demands are inappropriate Lou speaks slowly and patiently often
attributing unlikely arguments to him which are at odds with Andy’s usual monosyllabic utterances.
In the “You want breasts” sketch Lou argues:
“It’d be a right kerfufﬂe and anyway I thought you were against plastic surgery. I thought you
said that cosmetic enhancement was symptomatic of a sick society that worships a cult of youth
and beauty, and that anyone seeking the quick ﬁx of physical change was left morally wanting”.
Andy’s response is, “Want tits, though.” This interaction makes it evident that Lou is seen as the
paternalistic “normate” is his relationship to Andy. This reinforces the connection to the historical
tradition of the idiot as someone who lacks judgement. Further, it coincides with the stereotype of the
maladjusted disabled character identiﬁed by Longmore who is dependent on a non disabled person
to manage their relationship to themselves and others.
In a radio discussionprogramme Shouldwe be laughing (BBCRadio4, 17/2/2004) FrancescaMartinez
and Colin Barnes argued that disabilities involving mental distress, e.g. survivors of the mental health
system and learning disabilities, are still seen as a suitable basis for humour. The Lou and Andy and Dr
Lawrence and Anne sketches clearly continue what Barnes notes is a long tradition: “When asylums
came into existence across Europe itwas not uncommon for asylums to open their doors to the general
public so that people could actually come in and laugh at people with mental health problems.” The Dr
Lawrence and Anne sketches offer us a glimpse inside the modern asylum without leaving our homes.
The ofﬁcially designated “normate” of the sketches, the respectable ﬁgure of authority is Dr
Lawrence, the Director of the Steven Spielberg Psychiatric Hospital. His status as a psychiatrist implies
that he has the ‘cultural capital’ to allow him to deﬁne who is sane or not. However, the classic stereo-
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type of the lunatic in charge of the asylum is mobilized in all of the sketches. In an early sketch he
explains to his colleague Dr Beagrie that:
I think it is no small tribute to us here that when people come to visit us here they say who are the
doctors and who are the patients” (1, 2). In a logical sounding manner he greets Anne and her often
violent anti-social behaviour as if they are sane and acceptable. Dr Lawrence does not seem to notice
thatAnne is clearly aman.Her appearance is abject, ignoring the rules andcollapsing the contemporary
boundaries of gender identity. She has made no attempt to change her masculine body shape or to
shave off body hair, or change her deep voice. The only indications of femininity are in her name
and her clothing. She wears an old-fashioned ladies nightgown, pink cardigan and slippers. Anne’s
speech is usually incoherent, she normally only says “Eh, eh, eeeh”. Her actions are dysfunctional, she
decorates the Christmas Tree with ﬁsh ﬁngers, writes on the walls with excrement, and expresses her
desire for Dr Beagrie by licking his head. Dr Lawrence is perpetually convinced that Anne is responding
to his regime of care and is making progress. These traits are evident in a sketch (2, 3) where Anne is
being observed by Dr Lawrence and Dr Beagrie as she aggressively throws whole loaves of bread at
ducks on a lake. Dr Lawrence explains to Dr Beagrie: “Usually Anne likes to come down to this park,
and I encourage it. Just a simple thing like feeding the ducks can be very calming.” Anne proceeds to
disrupt the calm by lifting up her skirt and urinating into the water whilst walking up and down the
bank of the lake. Anne’s behaviour is often inconsistent; onemoment she is ripping pages out of library
books and balancing them on Dr Beagrie’s shoulder and the next she is answering the telephone in a
conventional manner (1, 4). In a similar way in a sketch set in the hospital gardens (1, 2) she is seen
uprooting and mutilating recently planted saplings when her mobile rings she answers it with, “I’m
in the middle of something, I’ll ring you back.
As in the Lou and Andy sketches we are invited to laugh at the “normate” as much as at the disabled
character. Dr Lawrence’s responses, his excessive patience, his delusions as to the effectiveness and
value of his work with Anne’s non conformity to gender and behavioural norms and his failure to
challenge her violence provide the basis for the humour in the sketches as much as Anne’s behaviour
itself. However, the humour also taps into the negative associations which are constantly reiterated in
news stories of the relationships between the failure of mental health institutions, increasing levels of
irrational violence in contemporary society and people with mental health disabilities. This complex
set of associations provides an ambiguous terrain of interpretation. Such ambiguity invites critique
but often works to fuel the stigma already associated with mental illness which seems to pervade
all aspects of representation of the mental health system, whether it is of mental illnesses, doctors,
nurses, orderlies, social workers, administrators or patients.
Disgust
Miller (1997) argues that pressure groups ﬁghting for equality and the de-stigmatization of their
identities recognise that: “In each case the move is only narrowly for equal rights; the battle for
change is in the emotional economy” (p. 235). He goes on to argue that disgust is a signiﬁcant force
in this emotional economy which is mobilised to police social hierarchies and boundaries. Those who
dominate have the power to specify what is of value (themselves) and what is disgusting whilst
those of lower social status are deﬁned by this categorisation. The value of Miller and Nussbaum’s
(2004) work is that it begins to map the social processes that invite us to collude in normalcy and
discrimination. They investigate the visceral, emotional, social, legal and economic aspects of disgust.
In their accounts disgust parades as a physical and natural response, they argue that terms such
as “breath taking”, “shocking”, “bad taste” and “nauseating” are used to describe what is in effect an
ideological reaction.Disgust,whethermobilised towards the self or another is potentially adebilitating
response, the premise of natural or inherently moral justiﬁcation can stiﬂe debate and critique.
In her essay “Chav Mum Chav Scum: Class disgust in contemporary Britain” Tyler (2008) con-
vincingly argues that Little Britain mobilizes contemporary discourses of class disgust to justify our
acceptance of and laughter at social, economic and cultural inequality. She notes that both laughter
and disgust are “community forming”; “Laughter is always shared with a real or imagined community.
Laughter is often at the expense of another, and when we laugh we effectively ‘ﬁx’ the other, as the
object of comedy’ and that ‘It creates a distance between ‘them’ and ‘us’, asserting moral judgements
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and a superior class position.” (p. 23). This analysis can usefully be extended to the representations
of disability and impairment in Little Britain with particular attention to the question “what are we
invited to laugh at?”
In his analysis of the operations of disgust Miller (1997) argues that it is:
“bound up intimately with our responses to the ordinary vices of hypocrisy, betrayal, cruelty,
and stupidity. But disgust, ranges more widely than we may wish, for it judges ugliness and
deformity to be moral offences. It knows no distinction between the moral and the aesthetic,
collapsing failures in both into an undifferentiated revulsion.” (pp. 20-21)
Following this argument disgust can be seen as one of themechanisms used to distinguish between
the implicit normalcy of the audience of Little Britain and the abnormality of the social types depicted.
From this perspective the iconography of the sketches invites the conﬂation of moral and aesthetic
judgements. Following Miller’s argument ugliness, deformity and poverty can be seen as equivalent
to moral corruption. Andy’s obese body dressed in scruffy and grubby clothes represents social fears
of disability and learning disabilities in particular, as a lesser state of human existence. Such represen-
tations have a visceral and emotional impact, throwing our sense of our own moral judgement into
chaos. This sense of chaos is further complicated by the invitation to be complicit in Andy’s pranks,
the opportunity to share his delight in outwitting Lou, in the corporeal delight of swimming in the
aquarium, or water skiing behind a pleasure boat on the Thames. Our sense of our ethical selves is
horriﬁed by the overt embodiment of the unacknowledged but persistent over valuing of normalcy.
However, as Miller argues (1997) disgust not only repels it also has attractions, “even as disgust repels,
it rarely does so without also capturing our attention. It imposes itself upon us. We ﬁnd it hard not
to sneak a second look, or, less voluntarily, we ﬁnd our eyes doing ‘double-takes’ at the very things
that disgust us.” Little Britain provides us with narrative and moral pretexts whereby we can stare
at, investigate, mull over and laugh at the things that disgust contemporary society. The potential of
the programme is that one of the things that disgusts us is our recognition of our own ideological
and emotional immersion in discourses of disablement which are laid bare by the “bad taste” of our
response to the sketches. The potential of popular and engaging characters such as Andy and Anne is
that they begin to provide us with the opportunity to re-negotiate the place of disabled people in the
contemporary emotional economy.
Conclusion
Little Britain is important for both television and disability studies because it generated popular and
widely recognised characterswhocontinue todrawattention to contemporarydiscourses of disability.
The programme invites us to laugh at the stereotypical ways that disabled characters have been used
in popular screen entertainment. It draws attention to the ways that disabled characters are used
as background in television narratives, it questions the social expectations of the compliant disabled
person by visually and narratively revelling in the failure or refusal to conform to social norms of
behaviour and notions of the acceptable body. It inverts the power and authority of the “normate” by
inviting us to see the world and the joke from the perspective of the disabled characters.
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